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RESPONSIBILITIES ON SCHOOL VISITS 
 
Under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, employers are responsible for the 
health, safety and welfare of their employees, and anyone else on the premises or 
anyone who may be affected by their activities.  This includes participants in offsite 
activities. 
Under the Health and Safety at Work regulations 1992, employees must: 
  * assess the risks 
  * introduce measures to control those risks 
  * take reasonable care of their own and others health and safety 
  * co-operate with their employees over safety matters 
  * carry out activities in accordance with training and instructions 
  * inform the employer of any serious risks. 
 
Responsibilities of the group leader 

 responsible for the overall supervision and health and safety of the      
group 

 obtain the head teacher’s prior agreement before any off site visit 
takes place 

 follow LEA and/or Management Committee regulations, guidelines 
and policies 

 complete ‘Evolve’ on line 

 appoint a deputy 

 clearly define all tasks and roles  

 be able to control and lead pupils of the relevant age range 

 be suitably competent to instruct pupils in an activity and be familiar 
with the location. 

 ensure all necessary medication is taken offsite 

 ensure appropriate paperwork is electronically available to staff 
offsite 

 be aware of child protection issues 

 ensure adequate first aid provision will be available 

 undertake and complete planning and preparation of the visit 
including briefing of group members 

 undertake and complete comprehensive risk assessment 

 ensure teachers and other supervisors are fully aware of what the 
proposed visit involves 

 assess the pupil’s suitability for the visit 

 ensure the ratio of staff/pupils appropriate for the activity and needs 
of the group 

 consider stopping if there is risk to health and safety of the pupils 
 
Responsibilities of the pupils 
The group leader must make it clear to the pupils that they must: 

 not take unnecessary risks 

 follow the instructions of the leader and other supervisors 

 dress and behave sensibly and responsibly 
 



Anyone whose behaviour is considered a danger to them or others may be stopped 
from going on the visit. The curriculum aims for these pupils should be fulfilled in 
other ways wherever possible 
 
RISK ASSESSMENTS 
Risk assessments should be carried out by the group leader., in accordance with 
Durham County’s documentation 
The risk assessment should be based on the following considerations: 

 what are the hazards? 

 who might be affected by them? 

 what safety measures need to be in place to reduce the risks to an 
acceptable level? 

 can the group leader put the safety measures in place? 

 what steps will be taken in an emergency? 
 

 
The following factors should be taken into consideration: 

 type of visit/ activity 

 the location 

 the competence, experience and qualifications of staff 

 ratio of teachers/pupils 

 group members age/ competence, fitness and temperament 

 special educational or medical needs of the pupils 

 quality and suitability of equipment 

 seasonal conditions 

 emergency procedures 

 how to cope when a pupil becomes unable or unwilling to continue 

 the need to monitor risks throughout the visit 
 
FIRST AID 
First Aid should form part of the risk assessment. The group leader should consider 
what level of first aid may be needed. 
The group leader should have a good working knowledge of first aid and ensure that 
the first aid box is adequate for the activity. 
The minimum first aid provision should include  

 a leaflet given general advice on first aid 

 6 individually wrapped sterile adhesive dressings 

 1 large sterile unmedicated wound dressing 

 2 triangular bandages 

  safety pins 

 individually wrapped moist cleansing wipes 

 disposable gloves 

 a resusciade (for hygienic mouth to mouth resuscitation) would also 
be useful 

 
All minibuses are required by law to carry a first aid kit. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
SUPERVISION  
The factors to take into consideration include: 
  *sex, age and ability of group 
  * pupils with special educational needs or medical needs 
  * nature of activities 
  * experience of adults 
  * duration of journey 
  * competence and behaviour of pupils 
  * first aid cover 
 
 TRANSPORT AND PUPILS 
Pupils using transport on a visit should be made aware of basic safety rules: 

 arrive on time and wait for the transport in a safe place 

 do not rush towards the transport when it arrives 

 wear your seatbelt and stay seated whilst travelling on transport 

 never tamper with any of the vehicle’s equipment or driving controls 

 bags must not block aisles or cause obstructions 

 never attempt to get on or off the moving transport 

 never lean out of or throw things from the windows 

 never get off a vehicle held up in traffic  

 never kneel or stand on seats 

 never distract or disturb the driver or impede the driver’s vision 

 stay clear of the doors 

 a member of staff must be seated at the side and rear door 
 
 
TYPES OF VISIT 
When planning a visit, the nature of the visit, type of activity to be undertaken, and 
whether the provider is licenced are all to be considered. 
 
FOR MORE DETAILS REFER TO “HEALTH AND SAFETY OF PUPILS ON 
SCHOOL VISITS”- DFEE 
 

 All staff involved in a visit should be aware of the action to be taken 
in the event of an emergency 

 It is vital that all staff understand the first aid and emergency 
procedures, not just the visit leader 

 Particular consideration should be given to participants that have 
Special Educational Needs of medical conditions 

 For all visits – A completed: Emergency Card – Group Leader 
(EV7) form must be with the group leader at all times 

 where the emergency contacts will not be at their workplace during 
a visit – A completed ‘Emergency VCard – Emergency Contacts 
(EV* Form’ must be with the Emergency Contact (s) at all times 



 In an emergency group leaders must contact the headteacher 
 
The following visits require approval via the cas health & safety team regardless of 
whether the group will be led by a school, service or another licensed activity 
provider. 

 Abseiling (single pitch crags) 

 Gorge scrambling 

 Hill Walking & Mountaineering  

 Improvised Rafting (sheltered inland waters) 

 Kayaking (sheltered inland water and rivers up to Grade 2) 

 Open canoeing (sheltered inland water and rivers up to Grade 2) 

 Off-road cycling 

 Rock Climbing (single pitch crags) 
 

 
 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES  
Teachers in charge of pupils during a visit have a duty of care to make sure that the 
pupils are safe and healthy. They also have a common law duty to act as a 
reasonably prudent parent would. Teachers should not hesitate to act in an 
emergency and to take life saving action in an extreme situation. 
Emergency procedures are an essential part of planning a school visit. Staff should 
follow the LEA guidance on emergency planning procedures.  
If an accident happens, the priorities are: 

 assess the situation 

 safeguard the uninjured members of the group 

 attend to the casualty 

 inform the emergency services   

 inform the headteacher 
 
 
The Headteacher will then inform the DCC Health & Safety Team 
 
 


